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ABSTRACT: A new technique of Visual Cryptography is used for securing the visual content such as texts or images. 
In the proposed scheme mentioned below, the concept of visual cryptography is extended in terms of security, 
meaningful shares and the grid of the final image(extracted secret image) that is formed. Here, We have successfully 
implemented the proposed methodology using DES (Data Encryption Standard)algorithm. The concept is enhanced by 
the transformation of meaningless to meaningful shares and the security is enhanced by encrypting the shares of the 
secret image by using DES. The tool that we have used for implementing the proposed scheme is MATLAB(short for 
Matrix Laboratory).A software package i.e MATLAB is used for high-performance numerical computations having 
high performance and visualization. MATLAB provides an interactive environment in which there are hundreds of 
built-in functions for technical computation, animation, graphics etc. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 

In the modern era the security over the network has become an important concern as in Internet it is now very easy to 
find any information. It is really a big challenge to make some information fully protected from hackers. The solution 
of this problem is to encrypt the data so that even if the hackers steal the encrypted data, they cannot get any 
information from the data. Visual Cryptography is a new Cryptography technique which is used to secure the visual 
content such as texts or images. In Visual Cryptography the image is divided into parts called shares which are then 
distributed to the participants. The Decryption side just stacking the share images gets the image. The initial model 
developed only for the binary images or monochrome images. The authors alter it to suit for the Color Images means 
Gray Images and RGB/CMYK images. For the RGB/CMYK images different methods are developed based on the 
color decomposition techniques[11]. 
One of the approach to keep a secret safe is secret sharing. Visual Cryptography is the well-known approach if the 
secret is an image. Most of the studies discuss the concept of visual cryptography for binary images. Later on, Visual 
Cryptography was extended for Gray Scale Images. Another visual cryptography scheme is (k, n)-threshold scheme. 
This scheme was described by Naor and Shamir. In this, a secret image is encoded into n shadow images also called 
shares .Recovering secret image involves stacking any k of the n shares but if k-1 or less stacking shares are there then 
no information about the secret image can be revealed[1]. 
Individual shares in the layers cannot reveal any useful information to attackers because these shares are random noise. 
If there is limited availability of share, then it is not possible to decrypt the message or information even with the 
availability of the computer.  Randomness is the limitation of the above method and that is without any visual 
information. Extended form of Visual Cryptography have been suggested which has the same drawbacks of 
randomness[3]. 
 
VISUAL CRYPTOGRAPHY BASIC MODEL 
A type of cryptography called Visual Cryptography is that in which there is secure encryption of images just by the 
division of those images in a distorted image called transparent shares and for physical transmission  these shares are 
printed on transparency sheets and transmitted  to the intended user. There are many formats accepted by Visual 
Cryptography such as for grayscale images, black and white images and color images. The proposed method is 
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specifically done for the color visual cryptography. The white pixels of black-and-white images are taken as transparent 
for ensuring transparencies in the gray scale model. Typically, in the black-and-white visual cryptography, 
decomposition of every pixel is done in a secret image into a block of 2×2 in the two transparencies according to the 
rules of the basic model. There are basically two combinations of white pixels for forming the content of the block in 
the two transparencies depending on whether the pixel is white or black .If pixel is white, it chooses one of the two 
combinations and if the pixel is black, it chooses one of the other two combinations. Therefore, when two 
transparencies are stacked then there will be blocks corresponding to black pixels in the secret image and also 
corresponding to white pixels. Blocks corresponding to black pixels are full black, and corresponding to white pixels, 
blocks are half- black-and-half-white, which can be observed as 50% gray pixels. 
There are six possible patterns for information security from which every block in a transparency can choose randomly 
and so we cannot identify secret image from a single transparency. Before printing, There is a transformation of the 
gray-level images into halftone ones , and also the transformed Halftone images are black-and-white only. 
 

 
Figure 1.1: Sharing and Stacking Scheme of Black and White Pixels 

 
This type of image format is very suitable for the traditional method to generate visual cryptography shares. Each black 
or white pixel in the halftone image is decomposed into a 2×2 block of the two transparencies according to the rules. In 
case the pixel is white, then we randomly select one combination from the former two rows as the content of the blocks 
in Shares 1 and 2. If there is black pixel , then one combination is randomly selected from the latter two rows as the 
content of the blocks in the two transparencies. This process is repeated until every pixel in the halftone image is 
decomposed. As a result, two transparencies of visual cryptography are there  to share the secret image. 
The RGB (Red, Green and Blue) color image is taken in the proposed method for the information sharing. The Floyd – 
Steinberg dithering algorithm is used for the manipulation of  the 256 code image to low code image. Dithering is 
achieved using error diffusion, and the nearest neighbor pixel is taken to create the share. CMY color image format is 
used by the existing algorithm which is converted into eight color codes. In this method, the color code of RGB is 
separated into 16 standard color code formats without any reduction of the resolution. Instead of image half-toning, the 
dithering algorithm is used .Separate array is created and manipulated for every share by dithering. Decryption is 
involved for the secret image sharing and stacking. The intensity of the original image is maintained by using this 
method as well as 16 shares can be created and used[14]. 
In EVCS a secret image and original share images is taken as input and shares are generated that can satisfy the criteria 
given below. There can be recovery of secret image from any subset of shares. To obtain secret image, Forbidden 
shares can’t be used. All the shares are meaningful images[6]. 
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II.RELATED WORK 
 

In [1], In visual cryptography (VC) ,most of the studies is for binary images. A good extension from binary to colors 
was given by Hou’s method. In this study, Hou’s method has been extended further so that there can be a fault-tolerant 
ability in new scheme. Also the secret image can still be revealed if there is a delay in one of the generated shares 
because of communication channel failure or by natural crash of the storage equipment, or it can be even destroyed by 
hackers. In the proposed scheme, a color secret image is decomposed into three shares. The secret image cannot be 
revealed by an individual share alone. However, if we gather any two of the three shares then secret image can be 
unveiled.In [2], A technique for protecting sensitive data is secret sharing , such as cryptographic keys. Literature is full 
of well-known secret sharing schemes such as Shamir, Asmuth- Bloom and Blakley which leads to high computational 
complexity during both sharing and reconstruction and also noise like shares are generated . In order to create 
meaningful shares, a method was proposed by Lin and Tsai that uses Steganography using the secret sharing scheme of 
Shamir and again that led to high computational complexity. There is a scheme that can overcome above problem and 
also deploys simple graphical masking method. For share generation, a simple ANDing is done and for reconstruction, 
a simple ORing is done on the qualified set of shares. Finally, the meaningful shares are created by using 
Steganography instead of noise like shares.In [3], In case of color visual cryptography methods, there is no limitation of 
randomness on color images. Error diffusion and pixel synchronization are the two basic methods used. One of the 
simple method is Error diffusion in which the there is filtering of quantization error at each pixel level and is further fed 
as the input to the next pixel. In this way, low frequency obtained between the input and output image is minimized 
which results in quality images. Color degradation is avoided with the help of pixel synchronization. An efficient color 
image visual cryptic filtering scheme has been presented by this proposal for improving the image quality on restored 
original image from visual cryptic shares. An effect called Deblurring effect is presented by the proposed color image 
visual cryptic filtering scheme on the non-uniform distribution of visual cryptic share pixels. After the elimination of 
blurring effects on the pixels, there is need to apply fourier transformation to normalize the unevenly transformed share 
pixels on the original restored image. As a result, the quality of restored visual cryptographic image is improved  to its 
optimal point. In[4], In this paper , an efficient color image visual cryptic filtering scheme is proposed to improve the 
image quality on restored original image from visual cryptic shares. There is no limitation of randomness on color 
images in case of color visual cryptography methods. The two basic ideas such as error diffusion and pixel 
synchronization are used for error filtering of the color images and for producing meaningful color shares. A simple 
method of error diffusion involves the filtering of quantization error at each pixel level and that is further fed as input to 
the next pixel level. In this way, the low frequency obtained between the input and output image is minimized and 
results in giving quality images and color degradation is avoided with the help of pixel synchronization. The 
performance of this proposed scheme is measured in terms of PSNR value that is improved 3 times and the pixel error 
rate that is reduced to nearly 11% with existing gray visual cryptic filters. The proposed method completely removes 
the blurring noise effect when the original image is restored.In [5], In visual cryptography (VC) schemes, there is 
hiding of the secret image into two or more images which further allows the encoding of secret image into shares which 
are distributed to participants. The recovery of secret image can be done simply by stacking the shares together and that 
is without any complex computation. In traditional VCS, random shares were used but in case of Extended Visual 
Cryptography Scheme (EVCS) meaningful shares are there. In this paper, a color visual cryptography scheme is 
proposed that uses meaningful shares. These meaningful shares will not arouse the attention of hackers. The halftone 
technique, secret coding table and cover coding table is utilized by the proposed scheme, to generate two meaningful 
shares. Comparative analysis have demonstrated that new scheme is perfectly applicable and also high security level is 
achieved.In [6], Hiding of secret image into n number of shares is the main concept of Visual Cryptography and those n 
number of shares are further distributed to n number of participants. There is no need to know the cryptographic 
knowledge in order to recover the secret image from the shares due to which this scheme is very useful. This concept is 
called VCS i.e Visual Cryptography Scheme. In extended visual cryptography scheme, there is a generation of 
meaningful shares when compared with the shares of the VCS. An EVCS is proposed here by embedding the random 
shares (result of VCS) into covering images. There is more security in proposed EVCS as shown by empirical results 
and also this scheme is flexible than the EVCS found in literature.In [7], A cryptographic technique called Visual 
cryptography allows visual information (pictures, text, etc. ) to be encrypted in such a way that decryption becomes 
such a mechanical operation for which there is no requirement of a computer. In color visual cryptography, a color 
secret message is encrypted into n color halftone image shares. Some methods for color visual cryptography failed to 
provide satisfaction both in terms of producing either meaningful shares or meaningless shares with low visual quality 
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and that further leads to suspicion of encryption. We propose the visual cryptography for color image for reducing the 
size and the distortion of decrypted image that uses visual information pixel (VIP) synchronization and dithering 
technique of floyd error diffusion. There is an improvement in the quality of decrypted image as compared to other 
dithering techniques. This proposed method has better performance as compared to previous approaches. In [8], In this 
method, a transparency is provided by the visual variant of the k out of n secret sharing to each one of the n user; such 
that any k of them can see the image by just stacking their transparency but if k-1 of them attempts to see the image 
then no information will be given about it. The resulting image is similar to the original image. The two important 
parameters to evaluate the effectiveness of a visual cryptography are pixel expansion and contrast. In this paper, To 
minimize the pixel expansion and increase image contrast, linear programming matrix algorithm and the halftone 
pattern is used. Security of an image is enhanced by the resulting scheme with minimal pixel expansion and maximum 
contrast.In [9], Now a days ,it has become a common practice that multimedia contents, confidential or secret data such 
as financial documents, military information are being distributed over the internet. Along with this, the main target of 
many malicious applications are financial account information and documents, secret images, etc. For secure 
transmission, there are three possible major common approaches. These are key encryption, steganography and visual 
cryptography. A new algorithm in which all the three approaches will be combined is proposed and this will overcome 
problems associated with these and provide additional security. A symmetric secret key is used by this scheme for the 
encryption of the image and then there is a generation of secret shares of cipher image by secret sharing algorithm with 
steganography. In [10], In this paper, a new design for friendly visual cryptography scheme is proposed. The hiding of 
secret will take place into two meaningful shares. The ratio of black-appearing in each block of the shares is same for 
the corresponding black (rep. white) secret pixel. Disclosing any information related to the secret image on each share 
is impossible which achieves the goal of improving security. The contours of the cover image will disappear on the 
stacked image by superimposing the shares, which will only reveal the secret image. According to our experimental 
results, the contrasts of the stacked images or shares are good which can reveal the contents of the secret images and 
the cover images clearly.In [11], In this paper ,a new scheme for encrypting secret message  has been applied by 
authors where the secret message is embedded in three shares. For the reconstruction of the secret message all the three 
shares are to be stacked one by one. This method is fully secured as no information can be retrieved until and unless all 
the three shares are used together.In [12], Nowadays, There is an enhancement in security and efficiency because of 
dependence of each and every transmission system on internet and also the response time is reduced. This advantage of 
real time on internet is also being taken by Visual Cryptography and also at destination user for security purpose. In 
this proposed system, the main focus is to provide mechanism for information security by using visual cryptography 
scheme on condition that privacy, Authentication, authorization, Confidentiality, and security are maintained in VCS. 
We work with digital gray scale images for secret and covering image, data confidentiality can be provided using 
asymmetric cover image encryption and finally there is an improvement in the contrast of the recovered secret image 
and clear resultant image is produced.In [13],A Visual cryptography technique allows visual information (pictures, text, 
etc. ) to be encrypted in such a way that decryption becomes such a mechanical operation for which there is no  
requirement of a computer. There is splitting of original image into shares and it can’t be possible for  unauthorized 
person to get the data which is hidden within that share images. The secret data can be revealed just by stacking the two 
shares. Similarity in size and quality of the reconstructed image to that of the original image is the highlighted issue in 
VC. In this, in order to improve security and to produce meaningful shares, a novel k out of k extended visual 
cryptography scheme (EVCS) is used. In halftone visual cryptography (VC), there is an encoding of a secret image into 
k halftone meaningful image shares through error diffusion algorithm of Floyd steinberg. In [14], In existing methods, 
there is a work for color images with 8 colors and even few of them are without halftone techniques. In this paper, a 
method is proposed for images with 256 colors and these are further converted to 16 standard RGB colors format. 
Shares are generated without compromising the resolution. The dithering algorithm of Floyd – Steinberg is used for the 
manipulation of the 256 color code image so as to reduce it to 16 standard colors code image. (2, 2) XOR-Based visual 
cryptography method employed by the proposed method is also used to generate shares. Secret image sharing and 
stacking is enabled by the Decryption procedure.In [15], In this paper, Double layer encryption and Double layer hiding  
is proposed which is supposed to give security to the secret data and the secret images. There is a usage of X- or base 
visual cryptography and higher LSB data hiding method. A Visual cryptography (VC) technique encrypts a secret 
image into n shares. Each participant holds one or more shares. The original motivation of Visual Cryptography is to 
securely share secret images in non-computer-aided environments. Devices with computational powers are ubiquitous. 
Double security and less complexity is proposed compared to existing system. 
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III.SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
 
In the proposed scheme, we have used the concept of cover image.Cover image is that image which is used for hiding 
secret image i.e the user will misinterpret it  as original secret image but in fact it is just cover image.Here,in the 
proposed methodology ,it is necessary that the size of the secret and cover image must be same .Our future scope is that 
the size of secret image and cover image is not the mandatory requirement  i.e if the size of the secret and cover image 
is different then still it must be possible to extract  the secret  image  from the cover image   with same quality as when 
the size of the secret and cover image was similar. 
 

IV.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 PROPOSED WORK 
Presently the generated shares are meaningless i.e. the shares do not express any meaning, There can be generation of 
meaningful shares  by the use of cover image so that just by viewing the shares no one can guess that there is some 
secret data encrypted in that image. The shares can be encrypted using DES algorithm to ensure more security to shares 
so the present work can be improved by removing the unwanted colors from the decrypted image and extended to (4,4) 
cryptography scheme. 
 
4.1.1 PROPOSED ALGORIHTM AND FLOWCHART 
The proposed algorithm for our research is DES i.e Data Encryption Standard. Its proper name is Data Encryption 
Algorithm as this was based on Lucifer algorithm .This algorithm provides very strong encryption by using a 
combination of two fundamental building blocks of encryption i.e Substitution and Transposition. Two other alternative 
terms are linked with substitution and diffusion. These terms are Confusion and Diffusion. Confusion means to create 
cipher text in such a way that its plain text is not apparent .The basic tool for confusion is substitution. Diffusion means 
to spread the effect of change in plain text throughout the resulting cipher-text and the basic tool for diffusion is 
Transposition. Basically, Substitution is represented by S-Boxes and Transposition is represented by P-Boxes. Data 
Encryption algorithm is an iterative algorithm that uses table look ups and simple bit operations. First of all, Input to 
the DES is arranged in the form of 64 bit blocks. We know that this algorithm basically operates on data blocks.So the 
64 bit input is divided into two halves (Left half and Right Half) each of 32 bits. Each half is scrambled independently, 
key is combined with one half and then the two halves are swapped. This is called 1 cycle and the process is repeated 
16 times. The following are the steps of an algorithm along with its flowchart. 
 
4.1.1.1 EXPANSION PERMUTATION 
The very first step of this algorithm is Expansion Permutation.The main intent behind expansion permutation is to 
make intermediate halves of the cipher text comparable in size to the key and provide a longer result that can later be 
compressed. In this,right half is expanded from 32 to 48 bits. In this ,order of the bits is permuted and also the certain 
bits are repeated. 
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Figure 4.1 Basic Flowchart of DES 

 
4.1.1.2 KEY TRANSFORMATION 
Here the key length is of 64 bits but we will use only 56 bits as a key in our proposed algorithm by removing every 8th 
bit (8,16,24,…….,64).This is because these 8 bits are used as parity bits and no information is carried by these parity 
bits in the key. This process is called Key Transformation. There is a splitting of a key into two 28 bit halves at each 
step in the cycle. There is a left shifting of these two halves by a specified number of bits which are then pasted 
together again. Out of 56 bits,48 bits are permuted to use as a key during this cycle. After key transformation,48 bit key 
is combined with expanded right half by using an exclusive-OR operation. 
 
4.1.1.3 S-BOXES 
S-Boxes are used to perform substitution based on a table of 4 rows and 16 columns. It is a permuted choice function in 
which there is a replacement of 6 bits of data by 4 bits. There are 8 S-Boxes.Here,48 bit input is divided into eight 6 bit 
blocks identified as B1,B2,B3……………B8. S-Box Sj operates on block Bj. Suppose that block Bj is 6 bits i.e b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, 
b6 .Bits b1 and b6 having a decimal value from 0 to 3 form a two bit binary number and is equal to the value of row i.e 
represented by r .Bits b2, b3, b4, b5 having a decimal value from 0 to 15 form a decimal number which is equal to the 
value of the column that is represented by c. 
 
4.1.1.4 P-BOXES 
All 32 bits of the result obtained after an S-Box Permutation are permuted by straight permutation. Here the bits will be 
moved to different positions and there will be 8 bits on each row. Basically, there are two types of permutations that are 
employed in this algorithm .One is Initial Permutation in which the 64 bits of each input block is reordered. Another is 
Final Permutation that is used at the conclusion of 16 substitution-permutation rounds. 
 
 
4.1.1.5 COMPLETE DES 
Now, all the different pieces are combined together to form complete DES.Firstly, 64 bit key is reduced to 56 bits. 
Then the initial permutation is carried on the 64 data bits. There are 16 cycles in which key is shifted and permuted. 
There is a transformation of half of the data block with the substitution and permutation functions and the result is 
combined with the remaining half of the data block. 
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V.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

 
Figure no. 5.1  Figure no. 5.2  Figure no. 5.3  Figure no. 5.4 
Cover Image  Secret Image Stegnographic Image Extracted Image 
 

Figure 5.1 shows the cover image for the process of Visual Cryptography. This cover image is basically used to hide 
the secret message. The cover image and the secret image must be of same size. Figure 5.2 shows the secret message to 
be hidden. This secret message will be hidden in the cover image. The use of cover image is to misrepresent the 
identity of the cover image to any unauthorized person. He or she will think that the cover image they are visualizing is 
original image. In this way, there will be safe secret image. Figure 5.3  shows the stegnographic image in which secret 
message is hidden in the cover image but it is difficult to identify the secret image from the cover image by just looking 
at the stegnographic image.This is because Stegnographic image will show the original image in front .Figure 5.4 
shows the secret message is extracted from the stegnographic image. The main focus is on enhancing the quality of the 
extracted image approximately equal to that of original secret image. 
 

 
Figure no. 5.5Encoding and Decoding 

 
This figure shows the encoding and decoding of the original image. Here, we can observe that there is a variation of 
different parameters due to which different cipher text are produced for the same plain text. On the other hand, same 
decipher text is produced at the decryption end i.e the same secret message will be retrieved after the decryption. 
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Figure no. 5.6Histogram of Final Image 

 
This figure shows the histogram of the input image, encrypted image and the final image. It can be observed that the 
histogram of the input image and final image is same but that of the encrypted image is different. This is because 
encrypted image also contains the cover image. 
 

VI.CONCLUSION 
 

We have successfully implemented the proposed scheme using Data Encryption Standard algorithm.The detailed 
evaluation of the proposed scheme is done with the help of histogram.The histogram of the input image,encrypted 
image and the final image is shown in the previous chapter.From histogram,it is analysed that the histogram of the 
input image and final image is same but that of the encrypted image is different. This is because encrypted image also 
contains the cover image. 
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